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During his exile in Madagascar, Boer soldier Deneys
Reitz wrote about his experience of the Second Boer
War (1899-1902). When it was eventually edited and
published in 1929 as Commando: A Boer Journal of the
Boer War, it still had the freshness and detail of an
account written soon after the war. Reitz’ descriptions of
the tumult through the eyes of a warrior in the saddle
form not only a succinct narrative and important source
for the Second Boer War, but his family connections (his
father Francis William Reitz was State Secretary of the
Transvaal), sheer luck, and participation at virtually every
major event of the War all provide for a unique account.
A vivid, unforgettable picture of mobile guerrilla warfare.
Richly illustrated throughout.
Surveys the oral cultural heritage of black Americans as
manifested in music, folk tales and heroes, and humor.
On HumourRoutledge
The South African or Anglo-Boer War rounded off the
British conquest of Southern Africa. While ultimate British
victory was scarcely in doubt, the unsettling experience
of having to field an army of 450,000 troops to break two
of the world's tiniest agrarian states gave imperial society
much to reflect upon, both during and after the conflict.
To the Boer 'bittereinders' the outcome of the war was
never anything other than a humiliation. Yet the defeat of
Boer interests was less evident. Although much of the
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supremacy remained intact; and the successes of the
Boers in the field, as well as the trials and tribulations of
their families in defeat, restoked a nationalist Afrikaner
identity, which would go on to become a key element in
the policy of apartheid. Only now, a hundred years later,
are some of the more baleful legacies of the war being
addressed. Bill Nasson's lively new history is a crisp, upto-date account not only of the military struggle but also
of the whole web of miscalculations and shattered
illusions that surrounded it and spread far beyond the
battlefields.
Documents the 2001 discovery that there are fewer
genes in a human genome than previously thought and
considers the argument that nurture elements are also
largely responsible for human behavior.
Laughter and Liberation is based on the idea that humor is an
agent of psychological liberation. Since we are able to include
every kind of wit and humor under the umbrella of this thesis,
it amounts to an informal, comprehensive theory of the
ludicrous. Briefly put, the theory proposes that the most
fundamental function of humor is its power to release us from
the inhibitions and restrictions under which we live our daily
lives.The quest for laughter is as old as man
himself?Egyptian pharaohs and Roman emperors went to
great lengths to amuse themselves, as did the monarchs of
medieval Europe with court jesters. Our speech and literature
abound with references to humor such as: "Laugh and the
world laughs with you, cry and you cry alone," "He who
laughs last laughs best," "All the world loves a clown," "Laugh
if you are wise," and "A good laugh is sunshine in the
house."In Laughter and Liberation, Harvey Mindess tells us
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and our
sense of humor work. He gives us the
background of several well-known humorists?Steve Allen,
Richard Armour, Sholom Aleichem?and explains his theory of
how and why they have become expert in making others
laugh.
A bold and innovative social history, The Seed Is Mine
concerns the disenfranchised blacks who did so much to
shape the destiny of South Africa. After years of interviews
with Kas Maine and his neighbors, employers, friends, and
family – a rare triumph of collaborative courage and
dedication – Charles van Onselen has recreated the entire life
of a man who struggled to maintain his family in a world
dedicated to enriching whites and impoverishing blacks, while
South Africa was tearing them apart.
Why do modern Americans believe in something called a
sense of humor, and how did they come to that belief? Daniel
Wickberg traces the relatively short cultural history of the
concept to its British origins as a way to explore new
conceptions of the self and social order in modern America.
More than simply the history of an idea, Wickberg's study
provides new insights into a peculiarly modern cultural
sensibility. The expression "sense of humor" was first coined
in the 1840s, and the idea that such a sense was a
personality trait to be valued developed only in the 1870s.
What is the relationship between medieval humoral medicine
and this distinctively modern idea of the sense of humor?
What has it meant in the past 125 years to declare that
someone lacks a sense of humor? Why do modern
Americans say it is a good thing not to take oneself seriously?
How is the joke, as a twentieth-century quasi-literary form,
different from the traditional folktale? Wickberg addresses
these questions among others and in the process uses the
history of ideas to throw new light on the way contemporary
Americans think and speak about humor and laughter. The
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of Wickberg's
analysis is Anglo-American; the
specifically British meanings of humor and laughter from the
sixteenth century forward provide the framework for
understanding American cultural values in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The genealogy of the sense of humor is,
like the study of keywords, an avenue into a significant aspect
of the cultural history of modernity. Drawing on a wide range
of sources and disciplinary perspectives, Wickberg's analysis
challenges many of the prevailing views of modern American
culture and suggests a new model for cultural historians.
Although numerous scholars have studied Late Republican
humor, this is the first book to examine its social and political
context. Anthony Corbeill maintains that political abuse
exercised real powers of persuasion over Roman audiences
and he demonstrates how public humor both creates and
enforces a society's norms. Previous scholarship has offered
two explanations for why abusive language proliferated in
Roman oratory. The first asserts that public rhetoric, filled with
extravagant lies, was unconstrained by strictures of propriety.
The second contends that invective represents an artifice
borrowed from the Greeks. After a fresh reading of all extant
literary works from the period, Corbeill concludes that the
topics exploited in political invective arise from biases already
present in Roman society. The author assesses evidence
outside political discourse—from prayer ritual to philosophical
speculation to physiognomic texts—in order to locate
independently the biases in Roman society that enabled an
orator's jokes to persuade. Within each instance of abusive
humor—a name pun, for example, or the mockery of a
physical deformity—resided values and preconceptions that
were essential to the way a Roman citizen of the Late
Republic defined himself in relation to his community.
Originally published in 1996. The Princeton Legacy Library
uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
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previously
out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press
since its founding in 1905.
This work is a biography of the Afrikaner people by historian
and journalist Herman Giliomee, one of the earliest and
staunchest Afrikaner opponents of apartheid. Weaving
together life stories and historical interpretation, he creates a
narrative history of the Afrikaners from their beginnings with
the colonisation of the Cape of Good Hope by the Dutch East
India Company to the dismantling of apartheid and beyond.
The 1982 split in the Ruling Nationalist Party in South Africa
focused attention on the relationship between Afrikaner
nationalism and capitalism. Volkskapitalisme (the nationalist
term for Afrikaner capital) analyses the development of
Afrikaner nationalism from the early thirties to the election
victory of the Nationalist Party in 1948. The book sets out to
refute the commonly held belief that the nationalist policies of
apartheid are simply the product of 'irrational' racial ideology.
Dan O'Meara examines here for the first time the relationship
between the emergence of 'Afrikaner' capital in the so-called
Economic Movement of the 1940s and the political and
ideological forms of development of Afrikaner nationalism.
During these years, far from being a monolithic movement of
an ethnically mobilised group, Afrikaner nationalism emerged
as an alliance of conflicting class forces. Dan O'Meara's
examination of the development of Afrikaner capital and the
interplay of ideology, class and economic interests in
Afrikaner nationalism is essential reading for all concerned
with past political struggles in southern Africa.
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In Humanity:
An Emotional
history of each of our core emotions - fear, anger, disgust,
sadness, jealousy, contempt, shame, embarrassment,
surprise and happiness - in turn.
In this wonderful exploration of the meaning of laughter, Barry
Sanders queries its uses from the ancient Hebrews to Lenny
Bruce, turning up evidence of its age-old power to subvert
authority and give voice to the voiceless.
The famous tend to become slotted into cliche. This has been
the fate of Emily Hobhouse, an Englishwoman by turns
reviled and revered for her controversial humanitarian role in
the concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer War. These
spirited, on-the-spot letters selected by herself span not only
her well-known work in the camps, but her forceful and
imaginative role in the ruined former republics after the war.
They rescue the woman from the myth. And what a woman
She is seen against an unforgettable backdrop of war-time
civilian experience. While the letters are eminently readable in
themselves -- one comes to regret that Miss Hobhouse
destroyed the only novel she ever wrote -- they ring with
persistent historical parallels that will not escape the politically
aware contemporary reader. The letters are liberally
annotated and the notes and appendices constitute a
treasure trove of quotations, anecdote and sidelight: a
browser's delight. There is a generous photographic section,
highlighting various phases of Emily Hobhouse's life and her
South African years.
Elliott Oring asks essential questions concerning humorous
expression in contemporary society, examining how humor
works, why it is employed, and what its messages might be.
This provocative book is filled with examples of jokes and
riddles that reveal humor to be a meaningful--even
significant--form of expression. Oring provides alternate ways
of thinking about humorous expressions by examining their
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contexts--not
just their
contents. Engaging Humor
demonstrates that when analyzed contextually and
comparatively, humorous expressions emerge as
communications that are startling, intriguing, and profound.

It's a Funny Thing, Humour contains the papers
presented at the International Conference on Humor and
Laughter, held in Cardiff in July 1976. The symposium
provides a platform from which authors from different
professional and personal background can talk about
their own definition and analysis of humor. The book is
structured into 10 main sections that reflect the structure
of the conference and presents various studies and
research on the nature of humor and laughter.
Contributions range from theoretical discussions to
practical and experimental expositions. Topics on the
psychoanalytical theory of humor and laughter; the
nature and analysis of jokes; cross-cultural research of
humor; mirth measurement; and humor as a tool of
learning are some of the topics covered in the
symposium. Psychologists, sociologists, teachers,
communication experts, psychiatrists, and people who
are curious to know more about humor and laughter will
find the book very interesting and highly amusing.
Gathers jokes from around the world concerning politics,
trust, ethnic differences, bureaucracy, elections, the
economy, revolution, repression, corruption, war, and
peace
Exposes shame as a valuable emotion essential to our
humanity.
Humor and laughter play a vital part in our everyday
social encounters. This book is concerned with the
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the psychology
of humor and laughter by
the foremost professional researchers in these areas. It
examines the major theoretical perspectives underlying
current approaches and it draws together for the first
time the main empirical work done over the course of this
century. Peter Berks brings this story up to the
moment.The two major parts of the book deal with
perception of and responses to humor, and its uses in
society at large. The chapters themselves range from
cognitive aspects of humor development, through the
functions of humor and laughter in social interaction, to
the use of humor by comedians and by the mass media.
One of the general features of the volume is the concern
with the variety of techniques and research methods
which are used in studies aimed at understanding our
responsiveness to humor and the contexts in which we
create it.Humor and Laughter contains chapters by
psychologists with longstanding research interests in
humor and laughter, including Thomas R. Shultz, Mary
K. Rothbart, Goran Nerhardt, Michael Godkewitsch,
Walter E. O'Connell, and Harvey Mindess. Humor and
Laughter presents wide-ranging theoretical,
methodological, and empirical perspectives on an
important area of human behavior and social interaction.
This book should interest many behavioral scientists and
practitioners, particularly those in social and clinical
psychology, psychiatry, child psychology and education,
sociology, and related disciplines.
With a comprehensive new introduction by the author, a
reissue of the influential text on women's humor
Laughter and power are here examined in a variety of
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ranging
the satires of Renaissance Humanism
through to the polemics of contemporary journalism. How do
the powerful use laughter as a cultural weapon which
reinforces their position? How do the powerless use laughter
as a last resort in their self-defence? Sixteenth-century
intellectuals applied their satires to a campaign against
intolerance. Seventeenth-century absolutism demanded of
comedy that it serve its interests. Yet subversive humour
survived, even at the court, and led through the
Enlightenment to its apogee in the black humour of Sade.
Twentieth-century experimental fiction owes that trend a
conscious debt. Meanwhile an aesthetic tradition,
represented here by Flaubert, Beckett and Queneau, incites a
laughter which releases tension rather than raising
awareness. As humour theorists, Bergson, Freud and
Koestler help focus these concerns.
Does humour make us human, or do the cats and dogs laugh
along with us? On Humour is a fascinating, beautifully written
and funny book on what humour can tell us about being
human. Simon Critchley skilfully probes some of the most
perennial but least understood aspects of humour, such as
our tendency to laugh at animals and our bodies, why we
mock death with comedy and why we think it's funny when
people act like machines. He also looks at the darker side of
humour, as rife in sexism and racism and argues that it is
important for reminding us of people we would rather not be.
Calgary's Electric Transit is the story of electric street railway,
trolleybus and light rail vehicle transit in Canada's western
city of Calgary, Alberta.Calgary was founded in 1875, when
the North West Mounted Police established a new fort Fort
Calgary. A big boost for Calgary came eight years later, when
the Canadian Pacific Railway building westward to the Pacific
reached the Bow River in 1883. Calgary became an important
centre for Canadian Pacific operations and has since become
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boasted a population of 30, 000 people. In July of that year
the Calgary Electric Railway began operations with two cars,
sixteen employees and three miles of track. The system
quickly grew and the following year became known as the
Calgary Municipal Railway. Through its forty years of street
railway service, Calgary acquired passenger cars from such
well-known Canadian builders as Ottawa Car Manufacturing
Company, Preston Car & Coach Company and the Canadian
Car & Foundry. In addition, the system's roster included used
cars from several sources in the United States. Totalling 113
cars in all plus a scenic car it has been a daunting task to
secure photos for this book. Many superb images have been
discovered, illustrating the operation of streetcars in different
sections of the city. There are over 150 streetcar photos.
Finding trolleybus photographs has been a challenge as well,
but the authors have succeeded in gathering a fine selection
representing all classes of 'trackless trolley' coaches
purchased new and acquired used from other US systems.
You'll see streetcars and trolleybuses operating in the city
centre, in the rural suburbs, and in residential
neighbourhoods. Coverage of today's modern rail transit cars
is outstanding. Now called 'light rail vehicles', all classes of
these LRVs are represented, operating in all seasons, and
over most portions of the system, illustrating the many varied
and unique Calgary urban environments. Rich, carefully
composed black and white photos are rounded out with a fine
showing of subjects in colour. There's a variety of photos to
interest everyone with an interest in the development of
Calgary as a city: the construction of 'The Bay', early scenes
in Bowness Park, and some views of the streetcars serving
seemingly unpopulated fields that today are thriving
subdivisions. Whether you're a railway enthusiast or simply
interested in Calgary's history, you'll find Colin Hatcher and
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Schwarzkopf's
200-page account of Calgary's Electric
Transit a fascinating, informative and enjoyable reading
experience.
This comprehensive survey of sources and scholarship
should prove invaluable to anyone organizing a course in
American humor, and to graduate students or advanced
undergraduates as well. There are excellent summaries of
respected histories of the field and such serious, well-planned
chapters as `The Comics, ' `Humor in Periodicals, ' `Standup
Comedy, ' `Women's Humor, ' `Racial and Ethnic Humor, '
and `Political Humor.' . . . Well-written and clearly presented,
this volume will greatly assist those making their way in this
fascinating interdisciplinary area. Choice Focusing on a
multitude of genres, this unusual collection stresses the
overall importance of humor as an index to popular thought.
Primarily descriptive rather than theoretical, each chapter is
organized to provide an overview of a specific genre of
expression or a significant topic in modern humor. Subjects
range from literature, the comic strip, film, broadcast humor,
the magazine, and standup comedy, to racial and ethnic
humor, women's humor, and political humor. Each genre or
topic is traced historically and analyzed with respect to those
characteristics that make it unique. A bibliographical essay
and checklist is provided for each chapter to facilitate further
study.
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